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What is the most effective way to improve one’s jazz skills? Knowing what to practise is the first step 

towards developing the musical and physical reflexes necessary for jazz improvisation. A productive 

practice session might include a mixture of the following: intervallic studies; jazz scales and chords 

(arpeggios) in all twelve keys; exercises specifically designed to internalize the jazz vocabulary (e.g. 

common chord progressions, idiomatic rhythmic figures, etc.); transposition of patterns; practicing tunes 

both with and without play-along CD’s.

Beginning with intervals, the building blocks of both melody and harmony, train yourself to identify intervals 

by ear by practicing all types of scales using the tonic as a pedal point, or fixed note. Think what each interval 

is as you play it. Listen for and identify its quality (e.g. major, minor, perfect, diminished, augmented). Do this 

with both ascending and descending intervals (e.g. intervals above and below the pedal point). Try singing 

the intervals as an additional ear training exercise.

Next, practice specific intervals in patterns that cycle through all twelve keys. But instead of using the scales, 

arpeggios and patterns from editions such as Taffanel/Gaubert, all specifically designed to improve technique 

for the classical repertoire, try practicing intervals phrased as if playing a jazz solo. By consciously phrasing 

and articulating with a jazz conception, no matter if it’s a scale, an exercise, or an arpeggiated chord, the 

jazz vocabulary will gradually be internalized. 
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The ability to transpose phrases with ease is vital to the jazz improviser. It’s common practice in jazz to hear 

and play a line and, when the chord changes, to repeat the line in relation to the next chord: same shape/

different notes. With practice, anyone can learn how to do this. Transposition is based on intervals. The 

interval training I outlined above, using pedal points, is a good way to begin. Play single intervals from a 

fixed note and transpose them: different fixed note/same interval. Then move on to short phrases, which are 

a series of intervals. Transpose these to another tonal centre. Next, take a well-known song such as ‘Happy 

Birthday’. Figure out on which step of the scale the song begins (e.g. the 5th). As you play through the song 

(without reading music), think about each interval as you go from one note to the next. Also think about 

each note in relation to the tonic. This process trains your ears and mind to internalize the intervals. Finally, 

transpose this entire set of intervals (melody) in relation to a new tonal centre: i.e. play ‘Happy Birthday’ in 

another key… and another… etc. The following example uses some basic intervals (½ step & 4th) to form 

a triplet. Each triplet is then transposed up a minor third (together, the first note of each triplet spells a 

diminished chord- series of minor 3rds). Then the entire pattern (measure) is transposed up a ½ step.

The fun part of any practice session is working on jazz tunes! There are many wonderful resources available 

today for the serious jazz student. Play-along CDs are a good example. They can be very helpful, especially 

for the musician without many opportunities to play with other musicians. However, it’s absolutely necessary 

to train ourselves to hear the changes and feel the time within ourselves without the rhythm section always 

backing us. I firmly believe that relying on a steady diet of play-alongs, without ever trying to hear and play 

the changes on our own, is doing ourselves a disservice. Everything I practice - scales, arpeggios, patterns, 

etc. - is designed to train my ears, my mind and my fingers. Practicing internalizes the music for me. So, if 

I can’t hear the changes of a tune myself - i.e. if I need to hear a band play the changes - then I need to 

practice some more!

If you are interested in jazz you should try to listen to as many players as 

possible. Names of jazz flute players to look out for are Andy Panayi, Mike 

Mower (you might have heard Andy and Mike performing at Flutewise Live! in 

May 09), Gareth Lockrane, Rowland Sutherland, Hubert Laws, Eric Dolphy, Bill 

McBirnie, Nestor Torres, Herbie Mann, Paul Horn. You should also listen to other 

jazz musicians who play other instruments. The following people are all dead 

but were amazing people; Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Fats Waller, Charlie 

Parker, John Coltrane and Benny Goodman. Look out for recordings by them.

The next step involves the study and practice of scales, chords and common chord progressions. To 

understand the process of jazz improvisation, it’s essential to understand the basics of jazz harmony. Chord 

construction, chord/scale theory, modes, II-V’s, diminished scale theory, altered dominants, melodic minor 

scale theory, tritone substitution, etc. - this is the language of the jazz improviser. In order to develop a sense 

of fluency with this language, jazz scales, arpeggios and patterns should become a part of the daily practice 

routine. Practicing them will expand what you hear, think and play. However, I hasten to point out, it is better 

to think of them as the tools, not the music. Running scales and arpeggios over a set of changes has never 

been my idea of a tasteful jazz solo!

EXAMPLE 1 MAJOR THIRDS
The accents transform this ascending pattern of inverted thirds into a jazz line.  

Learn the line, then transpose without reading.

The number one priority in jazz is the time. Control over the exact placement of each note creates a 

better, stronger time feel. On the flute, this is best achieved by articulating each note. A relaxed, legato 

tonguing is stylistically better.

EXAMPLE 2 ARPEGGIATED II  -  Vs

entire pattern is transposed up 1/2 step

interval pattern repeats

accented notes in each measure = diminished chord 
NB. enharmonic spellings are often preferred in jazz

minor 
2nd

perfect 

4th


